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Abstract This paper examines the occurrence and fragility of information cascades
in two laboratory experiments. One group of low informed participants sequentially
guess which of two states has been randomly chosen. In a matched pairs design, an-
other group of high informed participants make similar guesses after having observed
the guesses of the low informed participants. In the second experiment, participants’
beliefs about the chosen state are elicited. In equilibrium, low informed players who
observe an established pattern of identical guesses herd without regard to their pri-
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vate information whereas high informed players always guess according to their pri-
vate information. Equilibrium behavior implies that information cascades emerge in
the group of low informed participants, the belief based solely on cascade guesses
is stationary, and information cascades are systematically broken by high informed
participants endowed with private information contradicting the cascade guesses. Ex-
perimental results show that the behavior of low informed participants is qualitatively
in line with the equilibrium prediction. Information cascades often emerge in our ex-
periments. The tendency of low informed participants to engage in cascade behavior
increases with the number of identical guesses. Our main finding is that information
cascades are not fragile. The behavior of high informed participants differs markedly
from the equilibrium prediction. Only one-third of laboratory cascades are broken
by high informed participants endowed with private information contradicting the
cascade guesses. The relative frequency of cascade breaks is 15% for the situations
where five or more identical guesses are observed. Participants’ elicited beliefs are
strongly consistent with their own behavior and show that, unlike in equilibrium, the
more cascade guesses participants observe the more they believe in the state favored
by those guesses.
Keywords Information cascades · Fragility · Elicited beliefs · Depth-of-reasoning
analysis · Experimental economics
JEL Classification C72 · C92 · D82
1 Introduction
In recent years a great deal of attention has been focused on situations in which the
existence of informational externalities leads to a loss of social welfare. In these situ-
ations, Bayesian rational individuals with limited information share that information
with others through their choices. The attempt to take advantage of the information
of their predecessors prevents individuals from exploiting their private information in
a socially optimal way. This likely consequence of social learning is what has been
called information cascades (Banerjee 1992 and Bikhchandani et al. 1992). An infor-
mation cascade occurs when the accumulated evidence from previous choices is so
conclusive that individuals rationally herd without regard to their private information.
In an information cascade, choices do not convey private information, the benefit of
diversity of information is lost, social learning stops completely and the failure of
information aggregation is spectacular. Information cascades have been proposed as
explanations of a variety of phenomena, such as fads, fashions, booms and crashes.1
1Since choices are the words for the transmission of information between individuals, information cas-
cades occur only if the information space is large relative to the choice space. Smith and Sorensen (2000)
provides the most comprehensive and exhaustive analysis of social learning in situations where players
observe the full sequence of past choices, and establishes that the failure of information aggregation is
not a robust property. However, as rightly argued by Chamley (2004), which reviews a large spectrum of
economic models, the inefficiency of social learning is a robust conclusion. Acemoglu et al. (2008) ad-
dresses how the social network structure, which determines the observations of each individual, affects
information aggregation.
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As emphasized by Bikhchandani et al. (1992) (henceforth BHW), in the Bayesian
Nash equilibrium of information cascade models, the convergence of behavior is idio-
syncratic and fragile. Individuals quite rapidly converge upon one choice on the basis
of some but very little information. In fact, a choice is fixed upon when the accumu-
lated evidence from previous choices grows to be just enough to overcome an indi-
vidual’s private information pointing in the opposite direction. The next individual is
also just barely willing to ignore her private information and all further individuals
do the same thing, i.e., they are in a cascade. Since choices are uninformative once
a cascade has started, only the information of a few early choices is aggregated and
the informativeness of a cascade does not rise with the number of similar choices.
Thus, a small bulk of evidence causes the vast majority of individuals to make one
choice over the other, which might be the wrong one. But the fallibility of information
cascades causes them to be fragile meaning that incorrect decisions can be rapidly re-
versed, e.g., by the arrival of a little extra information. These two consequences of
social learning are two sides of the same coin and constitute the departure point of
our experimental study.
We examine the occurrence and fragility of information cascades in two labora-
tory experiments. In each decision making round, a random choice is made between
two (almost) equally likely states but the state is not revealed to the participants until
the end of the round. Low informed participants sequentially guess which state has
been chosen, with each participant observing all previous guesses and a low-accuracy
signal (correct with probability 2/3). In a matched pairs design, high informed par-
ticipants observe the guesses of the low informed participants and a high-accuracy
signal (correct with probability 4/5). Each participant is incentivized to make a cor-
rect guess. In the second experiment, participants’ beliefs about the chosen state are
elicited. In equilibrium, low informed players who observe an established pattern
of identical guesses herd without regard to their private information whereas high
informed players always guess according to their private information. Equilibrium
behavior therefore implies that information cascades emerge in the group of low in-
formed participants, the belief based solely on cascade guesses is stationary, and in-
formation cascades are systematically broken by high informed participants endowed
with private information contradicting the cascade guesses.
The behavior of low informed participants is qualitatively in line with the equi-
librium prediction. In situations where the equilibrium predicts a guess inconsistent
with the one relying only on the private signal, low informed participants herd with-
out regard to their private signal about 70% of the time. Consequently, information
cascades often emerge in our experiments. Moreover, participants’ tendency to en-
gage in cascade behavior increases with the number of identical guesses, ranging
from less than 65% after two identical guesses to 100% after seven identical guesses.
On the contrary, the equilibrium poorly predicts the behavior of high informed par-
ticipants. Only one-third of laboratory cascades are broken by high informed partici-
pants endowed with private information contradicting the cascade guesses. The rela-
tive frequency of cascade breaks is 15% for the situations where five or more identical
guesses are observed. Our experiments show that information cascades occur in the
laboratory and that as the number of identical guesses increases the fragility of labora-
tory cascades rapidly vanishes. This evidence is supported by our analysis of the large
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data set on elicited beliefs. Participants’ elicited beliefs are strongly consistent with
their own behavior and show that, unlike in equilibrium, the more cascade guesses
participants observe the more they believe in the state favored by those guesses. High
informed participants believe more strongly than low informed participants that the
informativeness of a laboratory cascade rises with the number of identical guesses.
We attempt to understand participants’ behavior by estimating an error-rate model
that uses logistic response functions to determine guess probabilities and allows for
different error rates on different levels of reasoning about others’ behavior. The results
of our depth-of-reasoning analysis suggest that participants apply medium chains of
reasoning. They learn from observing their predecessors’ guesses and realize that
other participants also learn from observing their respective predecessors. However,
participants’ reasoning gets rather imprecise on the highest level since participants
think that others attribute to their respective predecessors twice the participants’ er-
ror rate. Additionally, low informed participants attribute a significantly higher error
rate to their predecessors whereas high informed participants attribute a significantly
lower error rate to their predecessors as compared with their own. Participants’ behav-
ior can be explained along the lines of our estimated model. Compared to Bayesian
rational individuals, low informed participants discount the evidence conveyed by
guesses which are not part of an information cascade and they do not fully discount
the evidence conveyed by guesses which are part of an information cascade. The rea-
soning process of low informed participants explains why they do not systematically
engage in cascade behavior after having observed a few identical guesses and why
they do so after having observed many identical guesses. Compared to low informed
participants, high informed participants do not discount the evidence conveyed by
any guess, whether it is part of an information cascade or not, which explains why
long herds have such a low empirical probability of collapse.
Below, we selectively survey the experimental literature on information cascades
and establish that the behavioral patterns observed in our study are well in line with
the existing evidence.2 The most prominent theoretical rationalizations of the exper-
imental regularities are presented in the discussion section of this paper.
Related literature
In a seminal study, Anderson and Holt (1997) (henceforth AH) presents three exper-
iments to investigate the emergence of information cascades in the laboratory. In the
baseline experiment, there are six participants and two urns which are equally likely
to be chosen. Urn A contains 2 balls labeled a and 1 ball labeled b while urn B con-
tains 2 balls labeled b and 1 ball labeled a. In each decision making round, one urn
is randomly chosen and participants guess sequentially which urn has been chosen,
with each participant observing all previous guesses and a single draw from the cho-
sen urn (signal correct with probability 2/3). At the end of the round, the randomly
2We focus on laboratory studies which, similarly to our study, are based on BHW’s specific model. Other
experimental studies relied on alternative frameworks either to distinguish between information cascades
and herding (Celen and Kariv 2004) or to investigate herding in financial markets (Drehmann et al. 2005;
Cipriani and Guarino 2005).
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chosen urn is publicly revealed and participants who guessed correctly get $2 while
those who did not get nothing. The procedures of the second experiment extend those
of the baseline experiment by adding either one or two public draws after the fourth
guess. The procedures of the third experiment are identical to those of the baseline
experiment except that urn A contains 6 a balls and 1 b ball while urn B contains 5
a balls and 2 b balls.
Though AH find clear evidence that information cascades occur in the labora-
tory, participants do not always rationally ignore their private signal and follow an
established pattern of previous guesses. For example, in the baseline experiment, par-
ticipants rationally follow the herd in only 70% of the cases.3 These deviations from
equilibrium behavior are more prevalent after the observation of two identical guesses
(64% of cascade behavior) than after the observation of five identical guesses (80% of
cascade behavior).4 From now on, we refer to the participants’ reluctance to engage
in cascade behavior after a few identical guesses as to the “overweight-phenomenon”.
Compared to the equilibrium prediction, participants seem to overweight their private
information relative to the public information of their predecessors’ guesses. Like in
AH’s baseline experiment, we observe the overweight-phenomenon in our group of
low informed participants and the phenomenon basically disappears once the evi-
dence conveyed by predecessors’ guesses is strong i.e. enough participants made the
same guess.
AH’s second experiment helps to find out whether laboratory cascades collapse
due to the public release of information. Laboratory cascades collapse only in 5 out of
the 13 situations in which participants are endowed with multiple draws contradicting
the established pattern of identical guesses. This evidence is also well in line with our
own findings.5
In the third experiment, where signal b is much more informative than signal a,
more deviations from equilibrium behavior are observed.
Kübler and Weizsäcker (2004) examines the robustness of laboratory cascades to
the introduction of costly signals in AH’s baseline experiment, i.e. participants de-
cide whether to obtain private information or not, at a small but non-zero cost. In
equilibrium, only the first participant in the decision making sequence should buy a
private signal and all subsequent participants should simply imitate the first guess.
These predictions perform poorly in organizing the experimental data. Indeed, par-
ticipants buy too many signals suggesting that they do not consider the first partici-
pant’s guess strong enough evidence (this finding is clearly related to the overweight-
phenomenon). However, most participants follow the majority of guesses once the
3Several laboratory studies show that AH’s baseline experiment results replicate. Anderson (2001) as well
as Hung and Plott (2001) establish that AH’s observation that information cascades occur in the laboratory
is robust to changes in payoffs and experimental settings. Additional evidence in favor of the cascade
phenomenon is reported by Alevy et al. (2007) which compares the behavior of market professionals from
the floor of the Chicago Board of Trade with that of college students in the gain and loss domain of
earnings.
4We report our own computations of the frequencies of cascade behavior since AH does not discuss the
correlation of length and strength in laboratory cascades.
5Note that AH does not report on the empirical probability of collapse of laboratory cascades since their
design produces very few situations of potential collapse.
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evidence conveyed by the predecessors’ guesses is strong. Again, we observe the
same phenomenon among our low informed participants.
Kübler and Weizsäcker successfully explain these observations by conducting a
statistical depth-of-reasoning analysis. The estimated error-rate model does not im-
pose the rational expectations assumption according to which players have a correct
perception of other players’ error rates, or that they have a correct perception of other
players’ perceptions of third players, and so on. Their estimation results clearly in-
dicate that participants apply only short chains of reasoning and that the perceived
error rates get larger and larger on higher levels of reasoning, pointing at a consistent
underestimation of others’ degree of rationality.6 Our own statistical error-rate analy-
sis is directly borrowed from this earlier work and the comparison of the two sets
of estimation results indicates that our low informed participants exhibit less distor-
tion in the perception of their predecessors (they apply medium chains of reasoning).
However, this discrepancy between the two estimated models has few noticeable con-
sequences in terms of behavior since our low informed participants think that others
attribute to their respective predecessors twice the participants’ error rate.
Goeree et al. (2007) extends AH’s baseline experiment by considering long se-
quences of guesses, respectively 20 and 40, and two values of the signal accuracy,
respectively 5/9 and 6/9. Their experimental results can be summarized as follows:
(i) Pure laboratory cascades, i.e. two identical guesses not canceled out by previous
guesses which induce herd behavior for the remaining participants in the sequence,
are rarely observed. The occurrence of pure laboratory cascades decreases with the
length of the sequence of guesses and increases with the signal’s accuracy; (ii) Lab-
oratory cascades are almost always broken by participants with contradictory private
signals (signals pointing in the opposite direction to the accumulated evidence from
previous guesses); (iii) The longer a pure laboratory cascade the more likely partici-
pants with contradictory private signals herd; and (iv) In the majority of cases, after
an incorrect laboratory cascade is broken the new laboratory cascade which emerges
is a correct one, i.e. laboratory cascades are self-correcting.
Goeree et al.’s results and our own results complement each other. First, the third
result corroborates and extends to long sequences of guesses our finding that par-
ticipants engage more in cascade behavior after longer herds.7 Second, our finding
that the fragility of laboratory cascades rapidly vanishes as the number of identical
guesses increases indicates that Goeree et al.’s third result is valid not only when
participants are endowed with signals they should disregard but is also valid when
participants are endowed with signals they should not disregard. Of course, the fact
that long herds have a low empirical probability of collapse does not imply that labo-
ratory cascades cannot collapse at all. Still, laboratory cascades are not fragile in the
theoretical sense which might be a concern for social welfare (though Goeree et al.
rarely observe pure laboratory cascades, they report an empirical probability of col-
lapse of less than 10% after a dozen of identical guesses in case the signal accuracy
is 6/9). In the discussion section of this paper, we come back to this issue.
6Kraemer et al. (2006) evaluates private information acquisition behavior in an experimental setting with
two signal accuracies and obtains similar results.
7Kübler and Weizsäcker (2005) also documents this regularity and shows that the correlation of length and
strength in pure laboratory cascades is robust to changes in experimental cascade games.
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The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 outlines the theo-
retical model and predictions. Section 3 discusses the experimental design. In Sect. 4
we give an exhaustive analysis of participants’ guesses and belief reports. Section 5
presents some theoretical rationalizations of the behavioral patterns observed in in-
formation cascade experiments. Section 6 concludes.
2 An information cascade game with low and high informed players
In this section we present a simple information cascades game based on BHW’s spe-
cific model. First we consider a low informed setup in which the unique equilibrium
outcome is characterized by a high occurrence of information cascades. Next we in-
troduce a high informed player to show that information cascades are theoretically
fragile.
2.1 Low informed setup
There are two payoff-relevant states of Nature (henceforth states)—state α and state
β , two signals—signal a and signal b, and two possible guesses—“guess state α”
denoted by A and “guess state β” denoted by B . Players have a common prior belief
on the state space {α,β} where Pr(α) = 1 − Pr(β) = 0.55.8
Nature moves first and chooses a state which remains unknown to the players. We
denote this state by ω and refer to it as the true state. Players have to guess whether
ω = α or ω = β . Players make their guesses in sequence and the order in which
players make their guesses is exogenously specified. Player 1 guesses in period 1,
player 2 guesses in period 2, and so forth. Before making his guess, each player i both
observes a single draw from an urn, which constitutes his private signal ti ∈ {a, b},
and the public history of guesses of all preceding players 1,2, . . . , i − 1. If the state
is α then each player draws a ball from an urn which contains two a balls and one b
ball. If the state is β then each player draws a ball from an urn which contains two
b balls and one a ball. Therefore, conditionally on the true state, players’ signals are
i.i.d. and the conditional probabilities are given by Pr(ti = a | ω = α) = Pr(ti = b |
ω = β) = 2/3 and Pr(ti = a | ω = β) = Pr(ti = b | ω = α) = 1/3. Guessing the true
state, i.e., making guess A in state α or making guess B in state β , yields 10 whereas
guessing the wrong state yields −5.
For i ≥ 2, let {A,B}i−1 be the space of all possible period i histories of guesses
chosen by the i−1 predecessors of player i. Denote by hi−1 an element of {A,B}i−1,
i.e., hi−1 is a sequence of guesses up to player i − 1. Let μi : {a, b} × {A,B}i−1 →
[0,1] be player i’s belief (conditional probability given past observed guesses and his
private signal) that the state is α. Player i’s belief is given by
μi(ti , h
i−1) = Pr(ti | α)Pr(α | h
i−1)
Pr(ti | hi−1) ,
8Contrary to BHW’s specific model, the two payoff-relevant states are not equally likely. This difference
has the advantage that tie-breaking rules are unnecessary which implies that the equilibrium outcome is
unique (for more details, see Koessler and Ziegelmeyer 2000).
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Table 1 Probability of no
cascade after any even number
of players lower than or equal to
eight





where probabilities are computed with respect to players’ strategies and the prior.
Given history hi−1, signal ti and belief μi(ti , hi−1), player i’s expected utility is
given by 15μi(ti , hi−1) − 5 (respectively 15(1 − μi(ti , hi−1)) − 5) if his guess is A
(respectively B).
In equilibrium, players update their beliefs in a Bayesian rational way by observ-
ing their signal and their predecessors’ guesses and they maximize their expected
utility given these beliefs. Player 1 guesses in accordance with his signal. If player 2
observes an A guess then he guesses A as well even if his private signal is b. As the
same argument applies for all the rest of the sequence, it is here that an information
cascade results. On the contrary, if player 2 observes a B guess then he predicts in
accordance with his signal. If player 3 observes two B guesses then he follows his
predecessors’ guesses even if he is endowed with an a signal. This implies that the
rest of the sequence joins the herd. Once a cascade has started, further guesses are
uninformative. In other words, after an A guess not canceled out by previous guesses,
whatever their positions in the sequence, the beliefs of two followers are identical if
endowed with the same private signal. Similarly, after two B guesses not canceled
out by previous guesses, whatever their positions in the sequence, the beliefs of two
followers are identical if endowed with the same private signal.
The only history which does not lead to an information cascade is BABABA. . . .
Table 1 reports the probability of having no information cascade after any even num-
ber of players lower than or equal to eight. There is a less than 5% probability that
the fifth player’s guess in the sequence depends on his signal.
2.2 High informed setup
In this setup we assume that one and only one of the players receives a more infor-
mative signal about the state. We use the subscript j = i to refer to this player and we
denote his signal tj ∈ {aS, bS}. If the state is α then player j draws a ball from an urn
which contains four a balls and one b ball. If the state is β then player j draws a ball
from an urn which contains four b balls and one a ball. Therefore, player j ’s signal
is more accurate than player i’s signal: Pr(tj = aS | ω = α) = Pr(tj = bS | ω = β) =
4/5 and Pr(tj = aS | ω = β) = Pr(tj = bS | ω = α) = 1/5.
In equilibrium, whatever his position in the sequence, player j guesses in accor-
dance with his signal. Indeed, player j ’s high-accuracy signal is twice as informative
as player i’s signal. If player j observes an A cascade and receives a bS signal then
his signal overweighs the a signal and the prior (μj (bS,A) = 0.38 = μi(b,∅)), and
player j guesses in accordance with his signal. If player j observes a B cascade and
receives an aS signal then his signal and the two b signals just cancel out. This leaves
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player j with a belief which equals the prior (μj (aS,BB) = Pr(α)). Hence, the ra-
tional guess is A. Of course, if player j either observes a BABA. . . sequence or if
player j ’s signal is in accordance with what he has observed then he has to follow his
signal as well. The interesting result is that, whatever the type of information cascade
that has started, the high informed player j breaks the cascade when endowed with a
contradictory signal.
3 Experimental procedures
Two experiments were run on a computer network at the laboratory of experimental
economics in Strasbourg (LEES) using 96 undergraduate students from the Univer-
sity of Strasbourg. No participant had any training in game theory or economics of
information. Each experiment was made up of three sessions that took between 1 12
and 2 14 hours. Sixteen participants took part in each session (plus one participant
who acted as an assistant). Participants were randomly assigned to a computer termi-
nal, which was physically isolated from other terminals. Communication, other than
through the decisions made, was not allowed. Participants were instructed about the
rules of the game and the use of the computer program through written instructions,
which were read aloud by the assistant. A short questionnaire and one dry run fol-
lowed.9 Participants, on average, earned approximately 126 French francs (including
a show-up fee of 15 French francs), which was paid to them in cash at the end of the
session.10
In the first experiment participants played the information cascades game de-
scribed in Sect. 2, fifteen times in the same group. In each decision making round,
we implemented this setup in the following way. We built two “lines” of participants,
a “low line” and a “high line”. The low line was constituted by nine participants
whereas the high line was only made of seven participants. Participants in the high
line were only in positions from three to nine. During a session a participant always
belonged either to the low line or to the high line. At the beginning of the round, a
random choice was made between state α and state β . The probability of choosing
state α was 55%. Participants were then chosen in a random order to observe a sin-
gle draw from a selected urn. Balls tagged a or b were put in urns labeled A and
B and drawn on the computer screen to represent participants’ signals. In the low
line, the signal’s strength (which indicates the probability that the signal is correct)
was equal to 2/3. On each computer screen of the low line appeared a ball drawn
from an urn containing 3 balls, two “correct” balls and an “incorrect” one. In the
9The dry run was added in order to give some experience to the participants about the computer program.
Participants did not make guesses in this dry run. In each session, at least 22 participants read the instruc-
tions on their own, listened to the assistant reading the instructions aloud, and answered a questionnaire.
The questionnaire mainly checked participants’ understanding of the calculation of earnings. Participants
who made mistakes in answering the questionnaire were paid 30 French francs and were replaced by par-
ticipants who were randomly selected among those who made no mistakes on the questionnaire. Thus, in
each session, subjects who were retained for participation in the remainder of the experiment had made no
mistakes on the questionnaire.
10$1 was approximately 7.5 French francs at the time of the experiment.
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Table 2 Typical decision making round
Period Participant’s position Participant’s position Observed
in the low line in the high line history
1 1 ∅
2 2 1st guess in the low line
3 3 1 1st to 2nd guess in the low line













9 9 7 1st to 8th guess in the low line
high line, the signal’s strength was equal to 4/5. On each computer screen of the high
line appeared a ball drawn from an urn containing 5 balls, four “correct” balls and
an “incorrect” one. This information structure was public knowledge as being part
of the instructions which were read aloud by the assistant. Finally, participants were
asked to make a guess about the identity of the selected state. Only the guesses of the
participants in the low line were made public meaning that, whatever his line, each
participant observed the previous guesses of the participants in the low line. So, it was
public knowledge that each observed guess relied on a private information quality of
2/3. Each participant received 10 French francs for a correct guess and −5 French
francs otherwise. At the end of each round uncertainty about the true state was re-
solved to allow for controlled learning. Table 2 summarizes the progress of a typical
decision making round.
Our innovative design has nice features. First, it allows us to collect a lot of data
concerning the potential situations where a cascade should be broken (107 cascade
breaks should have been theoretically observed). Second, one can investigate whether
participants’ behavior, both in the low and high lines, rely on the position in the deci-
sion queue. Third, as low and high informed participants observe the same history, a
highly controlled comparison between low informed and high informed participants’
behavior can be made.
In the second experiment we replicated Experiment 1 but we also elicited par-
ticipants’ beliefs about the randomly chosen state. For the sake of comparison of
participants’ behavior between the two experiments, the same random events, i.e.,
urns used and private signals, were maintained to run one session in each experiment.
Eliciting beliefs
In each period of the second experiment participants in the low line were asked to key
in a probability vector which represents their beliefs that state α or state β was ran-
domly chosen at the beginning of the round. Participants in the high line reported their
beliefs until the period of their guess. For example, if in a given round a participant
in the high line held position 5 then he only reported 5 beliefs. The first elicitation
of a participant’s belief was made just after he received his signal and before mak-
ing guess A or B . Otherwise, participants’ beliefs were elicited at the beginning of
each period, i.e., after having observed the previous periods’ guesses. Of course, in
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period 1, except for the participant who received a signal, participants’ beliefs should
reflect the prior. This procedure of beliefs’ elicitation allowed us to collect a 9 × 9
matrix of beliefs for the low line and 7 vectors of beliefs for the high line, whose
length goes from 3 to 9, for each decision making round.
Participants’ belief reports were rewarded on the basis of a quadratic scoring rule
function.11 Thus, participant i reported his beliefs in period n by keying in a vector
μin = (μαin, μβin) indicating his belief about the probability that the state randomly
chosen at the beginning of the round is α or β .12 In period n, the payoff to participant
i when state α was randomly chosen and μin is the reported belief vector is given by













The payoff to participant i when state β was randomly chosen is, analogously,










It can easily be demonstrated that this reward function provides an incentive for risk-
neutral participants to reveal their true beliefs about the randomly chosen state (see
Murphy and Winkler 1970 for more details).13 The payoffs from the assessment task
were all received at the end of the experiment.14 We made sure that the amount of
money that could potentially be earned in the assessment part of the experiment was
not large in comparison to the game being played. In this respect, the maximum
amount that could be earned in the assessment task of Experiment 2 was only 33.75
French francs as compared to the theoretical expected payoff of the decision task:
90 French francs for a low informed participant and 100 French francs for a high
informed participant. Table 3 summarizes the features of both experiments.
4 Results
First, we analyze participants’ guesses and show that, in accordance with the equilib-
rium prediction, information cascades consistently develop in the low line. However,
11Belief elicitation using a quadratic scoring rule is widely employed in experimental economics (see
for example Nyarko and Schotter 2002). Offerman et al. (2009) show how proper scoring rules can be
generalized to modern theories of risk and ambiguity, and can become valid under risk aversion and other
deviations from expected value. They also report experimental results suggesting that it is desirable to
correct participants’ reported probabilities elicited with scoring rules if only a single large decision is paid,
but that this correction is unnecessary with many repeated decisions and repeated small payments.




were keyed in as numbers in [0,100], so they are divided by 100 to get
probabilities.
13While payoffs are maximized by a truthful revelation of beliefs, reporting equal probabilities for each
state would guarantee the largest minimal payment (“secure” stated beliefs). Risk aversion could induce
participants to behave in such a way. We did neither observe a bias toward flat beliefs’ vectors (risk-averse
participants) nor toward extreme beliefs’ vectors (risk-loving participants) in our data.
14For the sake of understanding, instead of presenting (1) and (2) to the participants, we included in the
instructions a table summarizing the respective payoff depending on the pair of beliefs reported and the
chosen state.
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Table 3 Experimental design
Elicitation Line Total number Number Total number Total number
of of of rounds of of belief
beliefs participants per session guesses reports
Experiment 1 No Low 27 15 405 0
(3 sessions) High 21 15 315 0
Experiment 2 Yes Low 27 15 405 3645
(3 sessions) High 21 15 315 1890
these information cascades rarely collapse in the high line which contradicts equi-
librium behavior. Second, we study the dynamics of elicited beliefs. Participants’
elicited beliefs are strongly consistent with their own behavior and show that, unlike
in equilibrium, the more cascade guesses participants observe the more they believe
in the state favored by those guesses. Finally, we attempt to understand participants’
behavior by conducting a depth-of-reasoning analysis.
Whereas equilibrium decisions for high informed players are unique whatever the
history of guesses, there is no unique prediction off-the-equilibrium-path for low in-
formed players. Hence, we only consider decisions following a history that could be
part of an equilibrium outcome (histories are still included after out-of-equilibrium
guesses as long as those guesses do not lead to a history that cannot be part of an
equilibrium outcome). Similar results are obtained by considering all participants’
guesses where data analyses rely on the assumption that each out-of-equilibrium
guess which leads to a history that cannot be part of an equilibrium outcome is inter-
preted as a guess in accordance with the private signal.
A cascade situation is a situation where a guess (A or B) constitutes an established
pattern, and a participant’s signal does not coincide with the established pattern. Let
ni−1 be the number of a signals less the number of b signals that can be inferred from
an equilibrium history hi−1. Formally, player i in the low line (respectively player j
in the high line) is in a cascade situation if either ni−1 = 1 and ti = b (respectively
tj = bS ) or ni−1 = −2 and ti = a (respectively tj = aS ). Given a cascade situation
in period i, cascade behavior is observed in the low line if player i guesses A when
ni−1 = 1 and guesses B when ni−1 = −2. Similarly, given a cascade situation in
period j , cascade break is observed in the high line if player j guesses B when
ni−1 = 1 and guesses A when ni−1 = −2.
We make four remarks concerning participants’ guesses and beliefs before dis-
cussing in details the emergence and fragility of information cascades. First, only
slightly more than half of the observed histories are equilibrium histories (54 percent).
This evidence shows that play off-the-equilibrium-path occurs frequently, an obser-
vation made repeatedly in the experimental literature on information cascades.15 Sec-
ond, in all cases but three, a deviation from the equilibrium path by a low informed
15In the corresponding treatment by Anderson and Holt (1997), all six participants played according to
the equilibrium in 60% of the rounds. Obviously, the longer the sequence of guesses the lower the percent-
age of rounds which display equilibrium behavior of all participants. Goeree et al. (2007) reports that in
sequences of 40 guesses equilibrium histories are basically absent.
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Table 4 Relative frequencies of
cascade behavior in equilibrium
histories









participant reveals that participant’s private signal (51 cases). This evidence shows
that play off-the-equilibrium-path is informative. Third, the overall relative frequency
of guesses which are neither in line with equilibrium behavior nor in agreement with
the private signal is extremely small in the low line (less than 4 percent) but quite large
in the high line (about 20 percent) where the two benchmarks always make similar
predictions. Finally, one might argue that in the second experiment risk-averse partic-
ipants have an incentive to hedge with their stated beliefs against adverse outcomes
of their guesses. We find no clear evidence for hedging since elicited beliefs are sys-
tematically in line with guesses (see footnote 21) and participants’ guesses in both
experiments are similar.16
4.1 Emergence of information cascades: guesses in the low line
We denote by nCS the total number of cascade situations. The relative frequency of
cascade behavior is the ratio nCB
nCS
, where nCB is the total number of cases in which a
low informed participant, placed in a cascade situation, guesses in contradiction with
his signal. The relative frequencies of cascade behavior for each session in both ex-
periments are given in Table 4. Information cascades emerge since cascade behavior
is observed in 69% of the cascade situations. According to a robust rank-order test
(Siegel and Castellan 1988, p. 137) on session-average relative frequencies of cascade
behavior, we cannot reject the null hypothesis of no difference between the relative
frequency of cascade behavior in Experiment 1 and the relative frequency of cascade
behavior in Experiment 2 (two-sided test; U statistic of 2.348; p-value > 0.10).17 We
conclude that cascade behavior in the absence of belief elicitation is not statistically
different from cascade behavior in the presence of belief elicitation. In the rest of the
section, we pool the data of both experiments when discussing participants’ guesses
in the low line.
We now examine participants’ tendency to engage in cascade behavior depending
on the number of identical guesses i.e. the depth of the cascade. Figure 1 represents
16The experimental evidence provided by Blanco et al. (2008) strongly suggests that hedging bias is not a
serious concern in belief elicitation experiments.
17We have checked the robustness of the conclusion by conducting a two-sample t-test with equal variances
and a two-sample Mann-Whitney test. Both two-sided tests on fully independent session-level data give a
p-value strictly greater than 0.10.
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Fig. 1 Relative frequencies of cascade behavior in equilibrium histories (numbers of cascade situations
are indicated in parentheses)
the relative frequencies of cascade behavior as a function of |nA − nB |, where nd is
the number of guesses d ∈ {A,B} taken up to the current period. After an A guess,
only 24% of the participants follow the trend when they receive a contradictory sig-
nal. After two similar guesses not canceled out by previous guesses, the relative fre-
quency of cascade behavior increases markedly and reaches 64%. When the absolute
difference between the number of A and B guesses attains 7, the proportion of cas-
cade behavior is identical to the theoretical one: 100% of the participants follow the
established pattern.18
4.2 Fragility of information cascades: guesses in the high line
We define the relative frequency of cascade break as the ratio nSC
nCS
, where nSC is
the total number of cases where a high informed participant, placed in a cascade
situation, guesses in accordance with his signal and in contradiction with the majority
of previous guesses. The relative frequencies of cascade break for each session in both
experiments are given in Table 5. Overall, in only one third of the situations, a high
informed participant who has a signal contradicting the established pattern of guesses
breaks the cascade. According to a robust rank-order test on session-average relative
frequencies of cascade break, we cannot reject the null hypothesis of no difference
between the relative frequency of cascade break in Experiment 1 and the relative
18In the last period, the relative frequency of cascade behavior decreases. Though we have no convincing
explanation for such an anomaly, participants’ elicited beliefs also reflect this “end-game” behavior (see
the next subsection).
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Table 5 Relative frequencies of
cascade break in equilibrium
histories









Fig. 2 Relative frequencies of cascade break in equilibrium histories (numbers of cascade situations are
indicated in parentheses)
frequency of cascade break in Experiment 2 (two-sided test; U statistic of 0.182;
p-value > 0.10).19 We conclude that cascade break in the absence of belief elicitation
is not statistically different from cascade break in the presence of belief elicitation.
In the rest of the section, we pool the data of both experiments when discussing
participants’ guesses in the high line.
Figure 2 shows the relative frequencies of cascade breaks depending on the depth
of the cascade. At least half of the information cascades are broken in case an im-
19We have checked the robustness of the conclusion by conducting a two-sample t-test with equal variances
and a two-sample Mann-Whitney test. Both two-sided tests on fully independent session-level data give a
p-value strictly greater than 0.10.
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Table 6 Average beliefs in the first period
No signal Signal a Signal b
675 obs. (both lines) 26 obs. (low line) 19 obs. (low line)
Session 2 54% (0.12) 78% (0.17) 33% (0.22)
Session 4 51% (0.12) 62% (0.18) 36% (0.10)
Session 6 55% (0.14) 61% (0.15) 37% (0.22)
Average elicited beliefs 53% (0.13) 66% (0.18) 35% (0.18)
Theoretical beliefs 55% 71% 38%
balance of at most 3 guesses in one direction is observed. However, the relative fre-
quency of cascade breaks drops to 15% when averaged over the situations where five
or more identical guesses are observed. We conclude that the fragility of laboratory
cascades rapidly vanishes as the number of identical guesses increases.
4.3 Dynamics of beliefs
In this subsection we look at the dynamics of elicited beliefs. We show that, in contra-
diction with equilibrium behavior but in accordance with actual behavior, participants
consider cascade guesses informative.
Elicited beliefs in the first period
Table 6 summarizes the average beliefs in the first period (standard deviations are
given in brackets). Those participants did not observe any guess yet but some of
the low informed participants were endowed with a private signal. Actual beliefs in
the first period, with or without private information, are very close to the theoretical
ones. Participants seem to apply Bayes’ rule when reasoning about others’ guesses is
unnecessary.
History-dependent elicited beliefs
Figure 3 shows the dynamics of participants’ beliefs, before being endowed with a
private signal, in a cascade with an established pattern of A guesses (respectively B
guesses) when the depth of the cascade nA − nB (respectively nB − nA) increases.
In equilibrium, public information stops accumulating once an information cascade
has started. Consequently, players’ beliefs stay constant whatever the depth of the
cascade (grey line). Clearly, the dynamics of stated beliefs for participants without
private information do not reflect this theoretical feature (empty diamonds). Partic-
ipants’ beliefs increase when the depth of the cascade increases. The dynamics of
actual beliefs are similar to the dynamics of “Private Information” (PI) beliefs which
correspond to the beliefs players would have if it was mutually known that all players
follow their private signal (full circles).
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Fig. 3 Dynamics of beliefs in A and B cascades without private signal (low and high line)
Fig. 4 Dynamics of beliefs with a weak contradictory signal (low line)
The observation that the relative frequency of cascade behavior increases with
the depth of the cascade seems to be explained by the fact that participants’ beliefs
do not stay constant in a cascade. To see the link between the relative frequency
of cascade behavior and the way participants update their beliefs we represent in
Fig. 4 the dynamics of the low informed participants’ beliefs when the depth of the
cascade increases and their (low quality) signal contradicts the established pattern of
guesses.20 The dynamics of the low informed participants’ beliefs are similar to the
dynamics of PI beliefs. When the majority of previous guesses are A and the private
signal is b, participants’ belief is greater than 50% (grey line) only after a depth of
2 but largely greater than 50% with a depth larger than 3. The same phenomenon
appears with a majority of previous B guesses, albeit beliefs cross 50% only after
a depth of 3 (instead of 2 in a sequence with a majority of A). This explains why
participants rarely engage in cascade behavior with a depth of 1 but very frequently
with a depth greater than 3.
Similarly, the fact that the relative frequency of cascade break decreases with the
depth of a cascade can also be explained by the way high informed participants update
their beliefs. Figure 5 shows the dynamics of high informed participants’ beliefs when
the depth of the cascade increases and their signal contradicts the established pattern
20For depths strictly greater than 4 we only report the average of participants’ beliefs since the number
of observations falls from 117 with no previous guess to 15 with depth 5. In this way, we consider 54
observations for depths strictly greater than 4.
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Fig. 5 Dynamics of beliefs with a strong contradictory signal (high line)
of guesses. Like in the low line, the dynamics of the high informed participants’
beliefs are close to the dynamics of PI beliefs. In both cases (majority of previous A
guesses and majority of previous B guesses), participants believe more in the state
favored by the majority of previous guesses than in their own contradictory signal
after a depth of 3. This explains why participants rarely break a cascade of depth 3 or
more even with a strong contradictory signal.21
4.4 A statistical error-rate analysis
A natural candidate to explain low informed participants’ deviations from equilib-
rium are errors. If the likelihood of an error is inversely related to its cost then most
deviations occur in situations where equilibrium behavior predicts a guess incon-
sistent with the one based only on the private signal. Indeed, in such situations, a
deviation following a confirmatory signal is more costly than a deviation following
a contradictory signal. Errors constitute a plausible rationalization to the overweight-
phenomenon, namely that low informed participants do not systematically engage in
cascade behavior after having observed a few identical guesses. To rationalize the
fact that low informed participants engage in cascade behavior after having observed
many identical guesses, a further step in the reasoning process of the participants
is necessary: Participants know that others make guess errors which are monotone
in payoffs, they know that other participants know it, and so on. Generalizing the
Bayesian Nash equilibrium by allowing for noisy optimizing behavior while main-
taining the internal consistency of rational expectations defines McKelvey and Pal-
frey (1995) quantal response equilibrium (QRE) (in our context, the monotone agent
quantal response equilibrium; see McKelvey and Palfrey 1998). Since the seminal
work of AH, several experimental papers have suggested QRE as an alternative the-
ory of behavior to Bayesian rationality, and the literature has focused on the logit
specification (LQRE) because players’ behavior is determined by a single parameter,
the sensitivity to payoff differences, with a natural “rationality” interpretation.22 In
21Note that in both lines participants’ guesses are highly consistent with their beliefs (about 97% of the
time), i.e., participants maximize their expected payoff given their beliefs.
22Haile et al. (2008) show that evaluating the predictive success of QRE in a single game is uninformative
without strong a priori restrictions on distributions of payoff perturbations. The logit specification imposes
such restrictions and limits the number of observable phenomena in an information cascades game.
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LQRE, low informed players often guess according to their contradictory private sig-
nal after having observed a few identical guesses not only because of the small cost of
the deviation but also because they discount the evidence conveyed by the observed
guesses. Consequently, social learning never stops since low informed players do not
fully discount the evidence conveyed by later guesses. Still, once a long sequence of
identical guesses is observed, low informed players assign a large probability to the
state favored by those guesses and they often engage in cascade behavior.
Though the dynamics of beliefs and guesses of low informed participants can be
rationalized by LQRE, high informed participants do not “better respond” to rational
expectations about the underlying distributions. Indeed, high informed participants
endowed with a contradictory signal assign an extreme belief to the state favored
by many identical guesses, which explains the low empirical probability of collapse,
but such extreme beliefs are clearly at odds with the predictions of LQRE.23 In an
attempt to rationalize low and high informed participants’ behavior we conduct a
depth-of-reasoning analysis, along the lines of Kübler and Weizsäcker (2004). We
estimate an error-rate model that uses logistic response functions to determine guess
probabilities and allows for different sensitivities to payoff differences on different
levels of reasoning about others’ behavior.24
Participants are assumed to make guess A with probability
Pr(A | ti , hi−1, λ1)
= exp(λ1(15μi(ti , h
i−1) − 5))
exp(λ1(15μi(ti , hi−1) − 5)) + exp(λ1(15(1 − μi(ti , hi−1)) − 5)) ,
and guess B with the complementary probability. The parameter λ1 captures the sen-
sitivity to payoff differences of the participants. Participants are assumed to attribute
a sensitivity to payoff differences λ2 to the guesses of the other participants. In addi-
tion, when participants consider the reasoning that other participants attribute to oth-
ers’ reasoning, they assign another sensitivity to payoff differences, λ3. Additional
higher-level sensitivities are assigned to longer chains of reasoning. Under the re-
striction that the data generating process is correctly specified by the Bayesian Nash
equilibrium, the true value of the sensitivities should be infinity. Under the restriction
that the data generating process is correctly specified by the LQRE, the true value of
the sensitivities should be constant (λC > 0).
23This observation is true whatever the level of the sensitivity to payoff differences. If the sensitivity to
payoff differences is large then high informed players infer much information from the first guesses (first
one guess in an A herd and first two guesses in a B herd) but very little from later guesses. If the sensitivity
to payoff differences is small then high informed players infer little information from any observed guess.
In both cases, high informed participants always assign a higher belief to the state favored by their private
signal unless an extremely long sequence of identical guesses is observed.
24The failure of LQRE to account for the documented regularities in social learning experiments has been
often reported in the literature. Among others, Huck and Oechssler (2000) and Nöth and Weber (2003)
point out that participants’ reluctance to engage in cascade behavior is not solely due to their scepticism
about others’ capacity to learn in a Bayesian rational way. In a recent meta analysis of social learning
experiments, Weizsäcker (2008) clearly demonstrates that QRE does not organize well the bulk of the
experimental evidence.
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Table 7 shows the maximum likelihood estimation results. The top panel dis-
plays the results for LQRE and the bottom panel displays the results of the level-
of-reasoning model. The left (right) panel shows the results on the data from the low
(high) line. For each line, results are shown for the pooled data, and for experiment 1
and 2 separately.25 At the 5% significance level, sensitivities to payoff differences λ1
and λ2 are significantly different from 0 in all six subsets of the data. The sensitiv-
ity to payoff differences λ3 is significantly different from 0 in all subsets of the data
except from the high line in experiment 2. The sensitivity to payoff differences λ4 is
not significantly different from 0 in all six subsets of the data. At the 5% significance
level, sensitivities to payoff differences λ1 and λ2 are significantly different from the
estimate of the sensitivity at the higher reasoning level, on both pooled data sets.
The results of our depth-of-reasoning analysis suggest that participants apply
medium chains of reasoning. They learn from observing their predecessors’ guesses
and realize that other participants also learn from observing their respective predeces-
sors. However, participants’ reasoning gets rather imprecise on the highest level since
participants think that others attribute to their respective predecessors twice the par-
ticipants’ error rate. Additionally, low informed participants attribute a significantly
higher error rate to their predecessors whereas high informed participants attribute a
significantly lower error rate to their predecessors as compared with their own. Thus,
our estimation results confirm those of Kübler and Weizsäcker (2004) since low in-
formed participants attribute a significantly lower “rationality” to their predecessors
compared with their own. They also extend them since high informed participants
attribute a significantly higher “rationality” to their low informed predecessors com-
pared with their own which suggests that the perception of others’ rationality is af-
fected by the participant’s information endowment. The reasoning process of low
informed participants explains why they do not systematically engage in cascade be-
havior after having observed a few identical guesses but do so after having observed
many identical guesses, and the reasoning process of high informed participants jus-
tifies the low empirical probability of collapse of long cascades.
5 Discussion
Experimental economists have established the anatomy of failure in social learn-
ing environments. After few identical guesses participants often follow their con-
tradictory signal but they (almost) systematically engage in cascade behavior once
many predecessors made the same guess. Several alternative theories of behavior to
Bayesian rationality account for the prevalence of the overweight-phenomenon and
its attenuation in long pure laboratory cascades. We present below the most prominent
25To construct hypotheses tests, we conduct a simulation study. We generate a set of simulated guesses,
based on the maximum likelihood estimates and the sample size used in our experiment. We re-estimate
the model and obtain a vector of maximum likelihood estimates of the simulated data. We repeat the
process a large number of times. We obtain a distribution that resembles the sampling distribution of
the maximum likelihood estimator. The standard errors are obtained by the sample standard deviation.
Confidence intervals are obtained by deleting values of the appropriate number of estimates from the
sorted array of maximum likelihood estimates.
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Table 7 Sensitivity to payoff differences estimates; 95% and 90% confidence intervals in brackets; neg-
ative log-likelihood (−LL). Parameter values in bold indicate sensitivities that are significantly different
from 0 at conventional error levels. Parameter values with a subscript “a” (“b”) indicate sensitivities that
are significantly different from the corresponding common error rate, λC , at a 5% (10%) level. Parameter
values with a subscript “c” indicate sensitivities that are significantly different from the estimate of the
sensitivity at the lower reasoning level at the 5% level
Low Line High Line
Pooled Data Exp. 1 Exp. 2 Pooled Data Exp. 1 Exp. 2
λC 3.44 3.85 3.11 1.98 2.27 1.77
−LL 212.40 95.17 115.88 204.16 87.39 114.95
λ1 3.49c 3.55 3.51c 1.97c 2.42 1.63c
[3.07 4.18] [2.95 4.66] [2.95 4.40] [1.59 2.32] [1.99 3.96] [1.22 2.06]
[3.11 4.06] [3.02 4.47] [2.97 4.26] [1.66 2.29] [2.08 7.38] [1.34 2.00]
λ2 2.52b,c 3.62c 1.81a,b,c 5.34a,b,c 3.87a,b,c 6.43a,b,c
[2.02 3.51] [2.49 17.30] [1.40 2.72] [3.35 17.32] [2.50 8.54] [2.86 89.30]
[2.03 3.45] [2.56 8.16] [1.46 2.48] [3.58 9.99] [2.68 7.38] [3.12 35.90]
λ3 1.81b 2.01 0.97a,b,c 0.86a,b 0.92a,b −0.32
[0.87 4.12] [1.04 5.93] [0.52 2.47] [0.47 1.55] [0.38 2.21] [−21.42 1.25]
[1.00 2.86] [1.16 4.71] [0.59 2.06] [0.53 1.43] [0.50 1.85] [−13.77 0.88]
λ4 2.30 1.65 −2.61 0.60 0.84 –
[−1.75 30.97] [−2.15 20.00] [−20.00 1.87] [−20.02 3.17] [−8.38 20.00]
[−1.30 24.67] [−1.95 19.60] [−19.50 1.48] [−20.00 2.96] [−5.68 19.01]
λ5,6,7,8,9 – – – – – –
−LL 207.43 92.91 111.20 161.80 66.78 90.60
of these alternatives and we investigate which ones account for our new evidence. We
end this section by discussing the actual allocative efficiency in both lines.
As already mentioned, LQRE has been suggested early in the experimental lit-
erature as an alternative theory of behavior to Bayesian rationality. LQRE accounts
for the overweight-phenomenon and its attenuation in long pure laboratory cascades
which means that its predictions are qualitatively in line with the behavior of our low
informed participants. However, LQRE’s predictions do not agree with the partic-
ipants’ behavior in the high line. There are basically two ways to modify LQRE in
order to improve its predictive success in social learning experiments. In this paper, as
initially suggested by Kübler and Weizsäcker (2004), we relax the rational expecta-
tions assumption and show that, compared with their own, low informed participants
attribute a significantly lower rationality to their predecessors whereas high informed
participants attribute a significantly higher rationality to their low informed predeces-
sors. Not only do we confirm the earlier findings according to which the perception
of others’ rationality is biased but our estimation results suggest that this perception
is affected by the participant’s information endowment. A second possible extension
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of LQRE has been suggested by Goeree et al. (2007) and assumes that players update
their beliefs in a non-Bayesian way which is commonly know. Players overweight
their private information i.e. count their private signal as k signals where k ∈ (1,∞)
when forming their beliefs. Such an extension retains the rational expectations as-
sumption but gives up the fact that players better respond.26 Our experimental results
suggest that the overweight-parameter is not commonly known since high informed
participants have different expectations than low informed participants about the rule
used by low informed participants to update their beliefs.27
With the help of a meta data set of 13 experimental studies on BHW’s specific
model, Weizsäcker (2008) shows that participants are unsuccessful in learning from
others in information cascade games since they underestimate the informational con-
tent of their predecessors’ guesses. In situations where it is empirically optimal for
participants to contradict their private signal, they make the appropriate guess in less
than half of the cases. The behavior of low informed participants confirms this find-
ing. We compare the proportion of correct guess among the actual guesses of the
low informed participants with the proportion of correct guess among the guesses
of Bayesian rational players who interpret a deviation from the equilibrium path as
revealing the deviator’s private signal. Overall, slightly more theoretical guesses are
correct than actual guesses (81.36% vs. 77.28%). The difference is entirely explained
by the suboptimal play of low informed participants endowed with an incorrect pri-
vate signal. If low informed participants would overweight their private information
relative to the public information of their predecessors’ guesses and successfully
learn from others then they would do worst than Bayesian rational players early in the
sequence but would do better over time as more and more information gets revealed.
In fact, the accuracy of actual guesses does not improve over time compared to the
accuracy of theoretical guesses. In the first four periods (respectively last four peri-
ods) of the decision making sequence, the proportion of correct theoretical guesses is
12% higher (respectively 14% higher) than the proportion of correct guesses made by
low informed participants endowed with an incorrect private signal. The proportion
of correct theoretical guesses is almost identical to the proportion of correct guesses
made by low informed participants endowed with a correct private signal at any point
in the decision making sequence. On the contrary, slightly less theoretical guesses are
correct than actual guesses made by high informed participants (76.19% vs. 78.25%)
and the improvement in guess accuracy only occurs in situations where high informed
participants are endowed with an incorrect private signal. Overall, the proportion of
correct theoretical guesses is 45% lower than the proportion of correct guesses made
26March and Ziegelmeyer (2009) generalize this extension by assuming that players either overweigh or
underweigh (in Bayesian terms) their private information relative to the public information revealed by the
decisions of others.
27Two recent theoretical papers derive predictions in numerous social learning environments assuming that
players are boundedly rational. Guarino and Jehiel (2009) investigates the behavior of players who choose
according to the Analogy Based Expectation Equilibrium using the payoff-relevant analogy partition (this
implies that there are only two analogy classes, one for each state). Eyster and Rabin (2009) investigates
the implications of naïve herding according to which players believe that each predecessor’s guess reflects
solely his private information. Both approaches predict that the beliefs of players become extreme when
they observe long sequences of identical guesses and the low empirical probability of collapse of long
herds. However, both approaches fail to explain the overweight-phenomenon.
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by high informed participants endowed with an incorrect private signal (it is 17%
lower in the third period and 72% lower in the ninth period). The proportion of cor-
rect theoretical guesses is 11% higher than the proportion of correct guesses made by
high informed participants endowed with a correct private signal (it is 7% higher in
the third period and 12% higher in the ninth period). In contrast with low informed
participants, high informed participants are successful in learning from others and
they behave efficiently when engaging in cascade behavior.
6 Concluding remarks
We examine the occurrence and fragility of information cascades in two laboratory
experiments. In each decision making round, a random choice is made between two
(almost) equally likely states but the state is not revealed to the participants until
the end of the round. Low informed participants sequentially guess which state has
been chosen, with each participant observing all previous guesses and a signal correct
with probability 2/3. In a matched pairs design, high informed participants observe
the guesses of the low informed participants and a signal correct with probability 4/5.
In the second experiment, participants’ beliefs about the chosen state are elicited.
The fragility of laboratory cascades rapidly vanishes as the number of identical
guesses increases. Said differently, the behavior of high informed participants de-
viates from equilibrium behavior in situations where Bayesian rationality predicts
a guess consistent with the one based only on the private signal. This result com-
plements the main finding in earlier experimental cascade games, the overweight-
phenomenon, according to which participants’ behavior deviates from equilibrium
behavior essentially in situations where Bayesian rationality predicts a guess incon-
sistent with the one based only on the private signal. Additionally, earlier experimen-
tal studies have established that participants’ tendency to engage in cascade behavior
increases with the number of identical guesses i.e. participants endowed with weak
contradictory signals guess more in accordance with Bayesian rationality when the
evidence conveyed by previous guesses is strong. Due to this behavioral pattern, some
authors have interpreted their experimental data as a clear support for the equilib-
rium prediction (among others, Anderson and Holt 1997 and Hung and Plott 2001).
We show that participants endowed with strong contradictory signals guess less in
accordance with the equilibrium prediction when the evidence conveyed by previ-
ous guesses is strong. This evidence is corroborated by the analysis of participants’
elicited beliefs which show that, unlike in equilibrium, the more cascade guesses par-
ticipants observe the more they believe in the state favored by those guesses.
Compared to Bayesian rational players, low informed participants guess subop-
timally when endowed with an incorrect private signal since they underestimate the
informational content of their predecessors’ guesses. In contrast, high informed par-
ticipants are successful in learning from others and the remarkable stability of labo-
ratory cascades reflects their efficient behavior. Further experimental studies should
investigate the efficiency of participants’ behavior in social learning environments
with long decision making sequences and heterogeneous signal accuracies.
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